


Materials:

Cleaning and Dressing Fish

Scaling knife  optional!, frlleting knife, cutting board or surface, sink for cleaning,
garbage bags for "remains," towels and of course, safety.



APPENDIX G
Shellfish Species Characteristics

 Reprinted with permission from Maine Department of Marine Resources.!



Soft-shell Clam  Mya arenaria!

Classificattct: Phylum: Mollusca; Class: Bivalvia
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dark grey according to their habitat. They have a long, extendable siphon or "neck."

~Habits: These clams are found intertidally and subtidally from subarctic areas to the Carolinas.

Movemerl: Soft-sheH clams can burrow into the mud up to two and half' times their she11 length by using
their muscular foot. This hatchet-shaped foot works best when the clam is small.
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assist in the ingestion process.

~lrl e tion: Their "neck" is composed of two siphon tubes. The incurrent siphon tube allows water conmin-
ing microscopic plankton to enter their mantle cavity. The gi11s trap and transport food toward the mouth
using mucus and cilia We labial palps sort and direct food to the mouth.

Qrouvth: A fleshy membrane called the "mantle" secretes the limy shell. Thickened ridges on the shells
indicate yearly growth. Thinner lines are interpreted as stress rings. Soft-shell clams can grow four to five

� inches in length.

~Excreti n: Digestive wastes exit their body by way of the anus into their excunent siphon tube. Liquid
wastes are removed by the excretory gland and eliminated through a pore into the mantle cavity and out the
siphon.

Nervous System: The nervous system consists of three nerve centers connected by two pair of nerves.
The margin of their mantle is the principal location of the clam's sensory cells.
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surrounding the body organs.
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female clams release sperm and eggs into the water. Fertilized eggs develop into free-swimming larvae
before settling to the bottom.

Common Names: "steamer," "long-neck," "squirt clam,l"bevy clam," "nannynose" and "gaper"

Pre iators: They are preyed upon by green crabs, sea stars, birds, fish, whelks, lobsters and man.

Commercial Value: In 1992, 2,265.592 bushels of clams were harvested at a value of $7,862,425

Other Gulf of Maine Species: Razor Clam  Enrir direcrus!Quahog  hfer,cennria mercennrgn!Oc"an,
quahog  Arcfica islandica! and Surf Clam  Spisula soiidissima!
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Gulf of Maine Species of Clams

Softwhelled Clam

 Mya arenaria!
Hard-sheHed Clam

 Mercenaria mercenaria!

Ramr Clam

 Basis direcncs!

- Surf Clam

 Spisula solidissima!

Baltic Macorna Clam

 Macon' balrhiea!

The clam pushes its muscular foot into the sand or mud.
Blood entering the foot causes it to sweH and form a hatchet-
shaped anchor. The foot muscles contract pulling the clam
down into the substrate.

- white, elongated, thin shell
- often caHed "steamers"
� found intertidaHy in mud flats
- harwmted commer|iaHy

large clan that grows to eight inches
white shell is somewhat triangular
sometixnes caHed a "hen" clam

found in the very low intertidal zone
or subtidaHy along beaches
meat is canned or used in clam cakes

- smaH, oval clam measuring up to
1 1/2 inches in length

� mud dweUers in shallow quiet bays

- thick, white sheH with a purple edge on the inside
- commonly called "Quahog" in New England
- found intertidally and subtidaHy in sand or muddy sand
- harvested commerciaHy
- Indian's used tins sheH to make wampum.

� &agile sheH measuring up to ten inches in length
- sometimes caUed a 'jackknife" clam
- found in the low intertidal zone and subtidaHy

in sandy-mud bottoms
- burrow quickly and deeply into bottom substrate

Clam's Method of Burrowing



Clam Activities

Observations of hve chms

a! Obtain soft-shell chms  "steazners"! Rom your local fish market oz' supermarket.  keep zefzig~~!
b! Place the chms ia a contaiaer of seawater. Observe aad describe their size, color, shape, shell etc.
c! Pick up the chms and touch their black "aeck" with your finger. What did they do?

2. Comparing different species of clazns
a! Pass out dUFereat kinds of clam shells such as: soft-shell, quahog, razor, hea and mahogany clams.
b! Have the students trace azound each shell on a piece of paper.
c! Use a fieM guide to identify the differen species of clams.
d! Verite the name aad chazzzctezistics about each chm within its traced outline.

3. Explorations
a! How do clams move?

- Place sand in the bottom of a container and add seawater.

� Observe a sman dam as it atteznps to burrow itself into the sand. How does it pezfozzn this cask?

b! How do clams eat?
- Place a claza, siphoa end up, in a coataiaer of sand. Add seawater to the container.
- Add a drop of concentrated zed food coloring near the siphon. Observe the znaveznent of the dye.
- Where was the water drawn into the c1azn? Wheze was it cxpeHed ftozn the clam?

c! Raising Soft-shen chms in the classroom
- Juvenile chzns are available hn Heals Island Regional SheQ6sh Hatchery, Heals, ME 04611.

�07! 497-5769. They will provide you with instructions on how to set up the proper apparatus for
rearing them ia the classroom.

- Design and conduct your own g~rrth studies on chms.

4. Reseed an area of a mud fiat

a! Submit your pha and site to the Department of Marine Rescmces for ggmmaL
b! Obtain juvenile chms &om the Beals Island Regional Shellfish Hatchery.
c! As the tide is coming in, gently toss the chms on the surface and they will hzzzow in to the correct

depth. Be aware that sea gulls will feast on these clams if they are exposed for a long period of time.
d! Use Qxed reference points to identify your reseeded area, if you wish to return for further studies.

5. Art Activines

a! Make a znobile with clam shells.
b! Rubbings of clara shells will identify growth rings.
c! Glue ocean tmtsuzes inside of a chza shell for use as a Christmas ornament.

i. Research

a! Management plaas practiced by the State of Maine and those of local municipalities.
b! Paralytic Shellfish Poisoaiag  PSP! and how it is monitored in the State of Maine.
c! Depuration plants which purify clams takea from polluted mudflats.
d! What has been the commercial harvest & value of clams in Maine over the past 50 years?









Mussel Activities

.<- Observations of live mussels

a! Place a live mussel in a clear container of seawater Be sure that the water covers the mussel.

b! Observe and describe its size, color, shape and protective adaptations.
c! Does it have any threads coming oK from it? What might it use these Queads for?

2. Comparison of species
a! Obtain the sheHs of the three different types of mussels found in Maine; blue mussel, horse mussel

and ribbed tnusseL

b! Compare the color, size and shape of each. Use a ruler to measure the Length of each.
c! Research the prefered habitat of each species.

3. Explorations
a! How does temperature effect the heart rate of a mussel?

- Gently pry open the shells with a knife. Insert the knife between the mantle and the shell and sever
the two adductor mussels. Remove one valve and place the mussel back into 15'C seawater.

- Use a dissecting microscope to observe the heart and determine its rate of contraction every two
minutes.

- Repeat the procedure with the temperature of the seawater being 10'C and 20'C.

b! Observing the microscopic cilia on the giHs.
- Using a pair of scissors, remove a small piece from the edge of a giLL and mount it on a slide with a

drop af seawater.
- Observe it under a compound microscope and draw the cells of the gill edge. Describe the

function of these cells.

4. Mussel mobile

a! Obtain whole mussel shells that are still attached at the hinge. These shells will be transformed into
fish with the hinge end becoming the nose of the fish.

b! Cut out a dorsal fin, tail fin and pe~mal fins from colored construction paper or felt cloth.
c! Glue these fins into their correct places as you glue the edges of the mussel sheH together. Glue a

piece of string between the shells as a way to suspend the fish. Wrap it with a rubber band while the
glue dries.

d! Glue eyes in their appropriate places.
e! Attach the fish to a piece of wood or a coat hanger to create the mobile.

5. Christmas ornament

a! Using a low temperature glue gun, attach a colorful ribbon to the back of a mussel shell.
b! Glue a Christmas scene into the sheH or a variety of ocean treasures.
c! Dip the shell into a can of varnish or spray it with polyurethane.

6. Mussel feast

a! Buy or collect about 2 pounds of blue mussels. Be sure to check for "red tide" if you are collecting.
b! Combine 1 cup of white wine  non-alcoholic if in school!, 2 cups of water, 2 tablespoons of butter, 1

tablespoon of parsley and 1/2 teaspoon of garlic powder. Bring to a boil and cook xnussels for 5
minutes. Shake and then steam for another 5 minutes until the shells are open.

c! Chew carefully because there may be some pearls present in the mussels.



AmeriCan OySter  Crassos~ea virginica!
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colored and have a rough surface.

~Hahita: Oysters thrive best in estuarine conditions fmm the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico.
They are usually found below the mean tide level on a bottom type: that is firm and non-shifting. Oysters
often live in colonies commonly referred to as "beds."

Movement: American Oysters p~enently attach themselves to the bottom substrate by use of a cement
which they produce after completing their planktonic stage.

R~id: Oy h p Igw b d

~In a~etigg: Oysters are filter feeders that size their gills to trap microscopic food particles. Cilia, on the
surface of the giHs, tranqmrt these particles to the hbial palpsp Mesc structuxes sort the food and direct it
into the mouth.

xtt>A+: Their two asymmetrical shells are produced by the mantle. Oysters can reach a shell length of ten
aches. Pearls may form within oysters if an irritant, hke a grain of sand, gets lodged in their mantle.

Cg~: Oysters excrete their wastes into a common canal created by the joining of the mantles and giHs.

5~IvQU5, qggjfclT1: Sensory tentacles, that detect touch and chetnicals, are located along the edge of their
mantle. Thf~ tentacles are connected by nerve fibers to ganglia.

b ~ p dpi~a dh p I g
the body's organs.
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into the water. Following several planktonic stages, the young or "spat" must settle onto the correct substrate.
American Oystms possess the ability to vary their sex.

~ommon ~arne.t: "eastern oyster," "Atlantic oyster"

~Predato: Sea stars, camivomus snails, boring sponge, crabs and man prey upon oysters.

- commercial Value: Landings for 1992 were 37,017 pounds valued at $143,056.00, Most American
Oysters harvested in Maine are cultivated.

Other Gulf tsf Maine ~Secie: Eumpcan Oyster  Osrrca edulis!
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Oyster Acfivities

Observations of live oysters
a} Obtain some hve oysters {American and European} from your local Gsh market or supermarket,

Keep them refrigerated.
b! Phce a live oyster in a clear container of seawater. Be sure that the water covers the animal.
c! Observe and describe its size, color, shape and protective adaptations.
d! Compare the American Oyster to the European Oyster in its size and shape.

2. Explorations
a! Observations

- Observe and describe the sheHs: color, shape, texture and the difFerences between dorsal and
ventral shells.

- If it is an American Oyster, locate the scar on its shell which indicates where it was glued to the
bottom.

- Carefully observe the shell for signs of spat  young oysters! or other organisms.

b! Shell measuzements
- The height of the oyster is the distance Rom the pointed end or "beak" to the opposite end. If it is

less than 3 inches it usuaHy is a male and greater than 3 inches is a female. The oyster has the
ability to change sexes which assures successful reproduction.

- The length of the oyster can be determined by measuring the widest part of the shell paraHel to the
beak.

c! Internal anatomy
- When opening an oyster, grasp the sheH with a gloved hand Place it oa a 6rm surface with the

wide ange of the sheH protruding past the edge of the surface. Break ofF the edge of the sheH with
a hammer. Insert the knife between the broken edges and work the knife towards the umbo
severing the adductor muscle.

- Using the diagram of the internal anatomy, locate the following parts: adductor muscle, heart,
mantle, giHs, labial palps, stomach and gonad.

3. Czeating a fossil
a! Cut the sides of a milk carton so that it has a three inch zim Press modeling clay into the bottom so

that it is one inch deep
b! Obtain an oyster shell with an uneven surface. Press it into the chy and then carefully remove it.
c! Mix phster-of-Paris, according to the dize~ons, and pour an inch of plaster over the impression.
d! Let the plaster set for at least an hour. Peel away the milk container and separate.

4. Oyster Stew
a! Ingredients: 3/4 stick of butter, 1 pint of shucked oysters, 1 pint of nulk, salt and pepper
b! Melt 3/4 stick of butter in a heavy saucepan.
c! Rinse grit ofF oysters and simmer in hot butter for a few zninutes. Add salt and pepper to taste.
d! Add a pint of milk and bring it to a near boiL Serve at once with oyster crackers.

5. Read the story ~Th ~Pear mitten by John Steinbeck. This novel is appropriate for seventh grade reading.
The Pearl is the tale of a 6shezman nazned Kino, his wife Juana, and the pearl that they found.
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Sea]lop Activities

>- Observations of a live scallop
a! In order to possess a live scallop, you must have a special permit from DMR-
b! Place a small scaHop in a container af seawater.
c! Observe and describe its shape, color, movement, and protective adaptanons.
d! Place a live scaHop in a tray for a short time. Make detailed observations of its structures and

behaviors.  Be aware that the scaHop may startle the students as it closes its shells.!
e} How does this animal differ from the scallops purchased at a store? Attempt to locate its edible

muscle when the scallop opens its sheHs.

2. Observations of scallop sheHs
a! Large, flat scaHop sheHs are from the sea scallops which are common to hone. The srnaHer,

coarsely-ribbed scallop shells are from Bay scallops that are found from Cape Cod south.
b! Identify the differences between the top and bottom sheHs,
c! Examine the inside and outside of the sheHs. Locate plants or animals, their reminants or scars that

may be present on the shell. Common arumals which attach or bore into shells are: slipper limpets,
barnacles, spixorbis worms, bryozoans, jingle shells, boring worms and boring sponges.

d! Examine the inside of the scaHop sheHs for the hinge and the scar created by the adductor muscle,

3. Explorations
a! How does a scaHop sense changes in the environment?

- Locate the small bluish-black dots on the edge of the scallops tnantle. Approximately how n'any
are present and what are their function?

- Use a pencil to gently touch the smaH tentacles found on the edge of the mantle, What was the
scaHop's reaction?

b! How does a scallop move?
- Place a small scaHop in a large container of seawater. Probe it gently with a pencil as a stimulant.
- How does a scaHop move? How do the hinge, adductor muscle and mantle curtain work together

to allow this type of locomotion?

4. Art Activity
a! Scrimshaw

- Use a sharp nail to scratch a design on the inside of a scallop shell.
� Generously coat the scratched surface with India ink and allow it to set for a few minutes.
- Wipe oB' the excess ink using a paper towel.

b! Rubbing of a scaHop
� Draw the shape of a scallop and its growth rings on a piece of cardboard. Apply a heavy bead of

Elmer's glue to the pattern on this template.
� Place a piece of white paper over the template and rub it with a crayon.

5. Research Topic.- Maine's scallop fishery; including fishing gear, regulations and fishing season.



APPENDIX H
Map of Maine's Aquaculture Sites

 Reprinted with permission from Seth Barker, Maine Department of Marine Resources.!



APPENDIX I
State of Maine Learning Results

 Reprinted with permission from the Maine Departtnent of Education.!



State of Maine LEARNING RESULTS Alignment Index

A. Classifying Life Forms: Students will understand that there are similarities within the
diversity of all living things.
2. Describe similarities and differences among organisms within each taxonomic level  kingdoin
through species!,

KEYING OUT FISH

MUSSEL DISSECTION

B. Ecology: Students will understand how living things depend on one another and on non-living
aspects of the environment.
3. Analyze the effect of reproductive and survival rates on population size.

AQUACULTURE AND THE GLOBAL COMMONS
WEB OF LIFE

4. Analyze the impact of human and non-human activities on the type and pace of change of
eco systems.

AQUACULTURE AND THE GLOBAL COMMONS
AQUACULTURE DEBATE/TOWN MEETING
STARTING YOUR OWN AQUACULTURE BUSINESS
WEB OF LIFE

E. Structure of Matter: Students will understand the structure of matter and the changes it can
undergo.
2. Analyze how matter is affected by changes in temperature, pressure, and volume.

SALTWATER WONDERS

J. Inquiry and Problem Solving: Students will apply inquiry and problem solving approaches
in science and technology.
1. Make accurate observations using appropriate tools and units of measure.

FISH MARKET AQUACULTURE SURVEY
DETERMINING NUMBER BY WEIGHT IN FISH POPUI ATIONS

SALTWATER WONDERS

TESTING WATERS

KEYING OUT FISH

AGING FISH

BONY FISH DISSECTION

MUSSEL DISSECTION

GROWING FRESHWATER ALGAE
MARINE ALGAE AND LIGHT

GROWING CLAMS
2, Verify, evaluate, and use results in a purposeful way.

AQUACULTURE AND THE GLOBAL COMMONS
DETERMINING NUMBER BY WEIGHT IN FISH POPULATIONS

SALTWATER WONDERS

TESTIN G WATERS

AGING FISH

BONY FISH DISSECTION

MARINE ALGAE AND LIGHT

GROWING CLAMS
3. Recognize, extend, and create patterns and cycles using concrete products and examples of data
and ideas or theories.

SALTWATER WONDERS

K. Scientiric Reasoning: Students wil] learn to formulate and justify ideas and to make informed
decisions.
1. Judge the accuracy of alternative explanations by identifying the evidence necessary to support
them.

AQUACULTURE DEBATE/TOWN MEETING



2. Show that agreement among people does not make an argument valid.
AQUACULTURE DEBATE/TOWN MEETING

3. Develop generalizations based on observations.
AQUACULTURE AND THE GLOBAL COMMONS
MAPPING MAINE'S AQUACULTURE SITES
FISH MARKET AQUACULTURE SURVEY
SALTWATER WONDERS
WEB OF I IFE

BONY FISH DISSECTION
MUSSEL DISSECTION

4. Recognize the need to revise studies to improve their validity through better samphng, controls, or
data analysis techniques,

FISH MARKET AQUACULTURE SURVEY
GROWING FRESHWATER ALGAE
MARINE ALGAE AND LIGHT

GROWING CLAMS
5. Produce inductive and deductive argument to support conjecture.

AQUACULTURE AND THE GLOBAL COMMONS
AQUACULTURE DEBATE/TOWN MEETING

7. Analyze situations where more than one logical conclusion can be drawn.
AQUACULTURE DEBATE/TOWN MEETING

L Communication: Students will communicate effectively in science and technology,
2. Use journals and self assessment to describe and analyze scientific and technological experiences to
reflect on problem-solving processes.

AQUACULTURE NEWSLETTER
STARTING YOUR OWN AQUACULTURE BUSINESS

3. Make and use appropriate symbols, pictures, diagrams, scale drawings, and models to
represent and simplify real-life situations and solve problems,

MAPPING MAINE'S AQUACULTURE SITES
DETERMINING NUMBER BY WEIGHT IN FISH POPULATIONS
SALTWATER WONDERS

5. Critique models, stating how they do and do not effectively represent the real phenomenon,
AQUACULTURE AND THE GLOBAL COMMONS
STARTING YOUR OWN AQUACULTURE BUSINESS
DETERMINING NUMBER BY WEIGHT IN FISH POPULATIONS

6. Evaluate the communication capabilities of new kinds of media.
AQUACULTURE NEWSLETTER

8. Debate opposing points of view using a common set of information.
AQUACULTURE DEBATE/TOWN MEETING

M. Implications of Science and Technology: Students will understand the historic, social,
economic, environmental, and ethical implications related to science and technology.
l. Examine the impact of political decisions on science and technology.

GLOBAL GRAPHING

STARTING YOUR OWN AQUACULTURE BUSINESS
2. Demonstrate the importance of resource management, controlling environmental impacts, and
maintaining natural ecosystems.

STARTING YOUR OWN AQUACULTURE BUSINESS
WEB OF LIFE

GROWING CLAMS

3. Evaluate the ethical use or introduction of new scientific or technological developmrens.
AQUACULTURE DEBATE/TOWN MEETING

4, Analyze the impacts of various scientific and techno]ogical developments.
GROWING CLAMS

5. Examine the historic relationships between prevailing cultural beliefs and breakthroughs in science
and technology.

AQUACULTURE TIMELINE




